STAYS PUT.
EVEN IF YOU SWIM AGAIN.
AND AGAIN.
AND 6 OTHER REASONS WHY EVY IS
RECOMMENDED BY DERMATOLOGISTS:
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LONG-LASTING AND EFFECTIVE.

ABSORBS QUICKLY. NON-STICKY.

EVY’s base formulation is a patented
medical invention that allows the
mousse to spread through the top
layer of the skin rather than staying on
the surface. Therefore, the protection
will not diminish when you swim, sweat,
or dry yourself with a towel. The sunscreen mousse lasts up to 6 hours.

The mousse is absorbed quickly, making it easier to use the recommended
amount. EVY doesn’t clog pores, allows the skin to breathe and leaves no
film. Can also be used on the scalp,
around the eyes and lips. The mousse
gives you twice as many applications
as the equivalent amount of cream.
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HIGHEST PROTECTION.

EXTRA MILD FORMULATION.

The SPF on the bottle indicates protection against UVB rays that burn the
skin. But sunscreen only needs to have
33% of the factor’s value against UVA
rays, which go deeper into the skin.
All EVY’s products have more than
90% UVA protection, which makes it
particularly suitable for children and
people with sun-sensitive skin.

EVY’s formula strengthens the skin’s
protective barrier whilst being extra
gentle. This is also why it’s recommended for people with sun allergies
and sunscreen sensitivity. Because the
aerosol container remains sealed, the
sunscreen stays fresh and bacteria-free
until it’s finished. Free from preservatives, fragrance and nanoparticles.
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EXTREMELY WELL TESTED.

A SAFE PROTECTION.

EVY Sunscreen can be used from six
months of age and upwards, and by
anyone with high demands from their
sunscreen. Among others, it has been
used on the EF boats in the Volvo
Ocean Race, by the contestants of
the TV show ‘Survivor’, and by a large
number of elite athletes since 1999.

For people who suffer from vitiligo,
a skin condition that causes areas of
the skin to lack protective melanin,
an effective sunscreen is essential.
The Vitiligo Association of Sweden
recommends EVY Sunscreen to its
members. EVY comes in SPF 10, 20,
30, 30 kids and 50. Made in Sweden.

www.evytechnology.com
Follow us on our blog and on facebook.com /evytechnology

